The Transport Tycoon Forums Meet 2013
London
28th July 2013
Cheat Sheet
Welcome!
The seventh annual official Transport Tycoon Forums meet is being held in London on the 28th July 2013.
This sheet is intended to remind you where you need to get to!

Venue
The initial venue for the meet is The Moon Under Water pub, a Wetherspoons pub located at 28 Leicester
Square, WC2H 7LE. Owen expects to be there from around 11am, but other members may arrive earlier –
hopefully you will have checked the wiki before now to see when people are arriving! The venue offers
everything your typical Wetherspoons offers, which means you can get cheap beer and cheap, hopefully
decent food! Being London, it may be slightly more expensive than last year’s meet in Crewe, so plan
accordingly.
There are a great many ways to get about London, including the Underground and various bus services. It
shall be left as an exercise for the reader to figure out how to get to the meet, but Owen will be taking the
Tube to Leicester Square station and walking the short distance into the Square itself, where the pub is.
Check Transport for London’s Journey Planner at http://journeyplanner.tfl.gov.uk/ if you need help with
directions, or ask on the forums. You may wish to invest in an Oyster card or a Travelcard if you’re likely to
be travelling around London a bit (which we quite possibly will do on the day).
If you get lost, try phoning Owen – contact details are below.

Activities
Owen will attempt to host a short quiz at some point. This will be on the subject of Transport Tycoon
games, and the forums. We will also aim to have a live video link-up at some point with the OpenTTD
(25+4)K meeting in Braunschweig, Germany, although how successful that may be in a noisy pub will
remain to be seen! Otherwise, there are no specific plans for other activities – we can work out what we’d
like to do, if anything, as we go along. The London Transport Museum is nearby, but is a relatively hefty
£15 for an adult admission. Perhaps the London natives amongst us can suggest other activities. If nothing
else, we can all enjoy some beer and some good banter! Possibly there may even be a night on the town
on the cards for those so inclined…

Any problems?
You can try to call Owen on 0131 208 4810 if you get lost. This should forward calls to his mobile. In the
event you can’t get through to Owen, then there are some handy maps printed below. If you have Owen’s
mobile number, you can also send him a text.

Area map

Map data © 2013 Google.

Useful links:
The Moon Under Water

TT Wiki page for the meet

http://tinyurl.com/themoonunderwater

http://tinyurl.com/ttmeet2013

